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CARB-X Application 2018 Short Form Round 1 
Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Scope Questions: 

1. Do you fund any Phase 1 special PK study (for example, a PK study in subjects with renal 
impairment) which is required prior to initiation of Phase 2/3? 

a. Beyond the FIH SAD and MAD studies, CARB-X does not fund other clinical 
pharmacology studies.  

2. There is a paragraph in the Short Form that is asking for how the product will be 
evaluated in special populations. Do special populations refer to elderly and children? 

a. Special populations refers to your TPP, for example, your product may be 
indicated for infections in children of certain ages.   

b. You should summarize special population studies (age, pregnancy, race, 
renal/hepatic function and weight) at a high level to help our reviewers 
understand your clinical development plan. 

3. Our program is in the ‘Hit to Lead’ for the Base stage. The Short Form Instruction Guide 
mentions 3 Major Milestone Points (M#) which CARB-X will use in their decision to 
progress the program to the next stage. Since we are at the earliest stage (Base), we can 
develop our Short Form proposal with the goal to get us to the next Milestone Point, M1 
“efficacious candidate ready for 7 d tox”. Depending on the results of those efforts, 
could we submit a proposal to get our program to M2, and subsequently M3? Or should 
we submit this Short Form for development all the way to M3 with a Gantt Chart and 
associated budget? Which of these approaches would CARB-X prefer us to submit? 

a. Please submit a complete plan and budget to the end of Phase 1.  The short form 
should cover the entirety of the project you want us to fund. 

Process Questions: 

1. With respect to the Conflict of Interest (COI) file, should I understand that potential 
individuals to be excluded, if any, are to be selected among the members of the CARB-
X’s Science Advisory Board? 

a. Please provide named individuals who you do not believe should review your 
Short Form for COI reasons generally, regardless as to whether you believe they 
are on CARB-X’S SAB.  Do not use that as the filter. 

2. We would like for someone else on the team to serve as the Principal Investigator (PI).  
Do we need to do anything different other than indicating the PI on the short form 
submission?   

a. Yes, we can change the PI to another person. Please tell us why you are changing 
the PI, and send his/her name and email address.  
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3. Can he/she designate others on the team as administrators once he/she sets this up, or 
share his login information with the team for ease of uploading?  Or does the PI need to 
be the one who sets up the CDR website? 

a. Only one person per company is granted access to CDR. A CDR account is 
specifically created for the named authorized user. The authorized user should 
not share the login information and password with any other individuals.    

4. Does CARB-x support naming a Co-PI on the grant, or do they only support one sole PI? 
a. Only one person from your company can be the named PI.  

5. Can you please clarify whether the Conflict of Interest is for the declaration of financial 
conflict of interest for key personnel or to name individuals you wish to restrict from 
review?   

a. Please provide the names of any individual you wish to exclude from reviewing 
your application on the COI form. We cannot accept the names of competing 
companies -- it must be a specific individual.  

6. I am missing the Attachments 2a and 3b within the Subaward Agreement.  
a. Attachment 2a is a 50-page document constituting our Notice of Award from 

BARDA. We typically provide it at the end or with the final agreement. It’s 
provided as reference to indicate the obligations of CARB-X, though any flow 
down requirements on the actual Subaward Agreement.  

b. Attachment 3b is a contacts list that Boston University: SP/PAFO solicits from the 
company directly. It is not substantive information, but required for notices and 
to denote responsible parties, etc. 

7. In Part 1 Project details: a footer should be added with the word confidential however in 
the instruction guide page 2 in the extreme right column this section is under non-
confidential (i.e., may be publically disclosed). Similar question for Part 2- will the 
budget be publically disclosed at this stage of the application? 

a. Both Parts 1 & 2 included Section A & B, that they are both confidential. 
Information in these sections will not be disclosed to the public. 

8. Within the example table in the instructions there is a column called "SOW/Technical 
Report". Could you please clarify what we should be putting in that column? 

a. The "SOW/Technical Report" column is for you state what study report(s) will be 
provided, such as rat and dog pilot study IV, or non-GMP synthesis of drug 
substance etc… 

9. We assume from the instructions and FAQs that there is not a template for the Project 
Details section, just the page limit and required content items. Please confirm that there 
is not a template for this. 

a. This is correct. There is no template. It is a guidance but you should pay special 
attention to the requirements stated in the document. 

10. How strict are the Short Form page limits? Our Part B is about two and a half pages – is 
that OK? 
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a. The total number of uploaded pages cannot exceed 10; however, the number of 
pages within each section are only indicative. Part B does say 2 but if your entire 
Short Form does not exceed more than 10 than it will be fine. 

 

 

 


